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\ i ASI-EA \ its ¢” ALAA LES Se KS TAR) RES HET ERED ‘asi int 
SSE ABA astronautical, civil, OPPORTUNITIES 
v SEE ei electrical, mechanical and IN THE NEW 
ROO AAG nuclear. Hundreds of diverse USAF SPACE COMMAND 
AA i, specialties are included in a wide 

eee? if variety of work settings. For woe 
SaEy © Yf example, an electrical engineer  . aN a 
By TF Va may work in aircraft design, Cx Lae 
(A / VA space systems, power production, ree 
Ys LY communications or research. ee NG og 

I yo LAS A mechanical engineer might be > sasumnina 
LV involved in aircraft structure oe 

Computer-generated design for investigating design, space vehicle launch pad sa = 2 Sreweraieatisass' construction, or research. Sumas Ps Mv as 
Developing and managing Air PROJECT RESPONSIBILITY Recently, the Air Force 

Force engineering projects could COMES EARLY formed a new Space Command. 
be the most important, exciting IN THE AIR FORCE Its role is to pull together space 
challenge of your life. The aN >» ee yy operations and research and 
projects extend to virtually every : ra ey) " ) development efforts, focusing on 
engineering frontier. bs an | me) = the unique technological needs of 

oe re space systems. This can be your 
8 CAREER FIELDS eet A | SA SR opportunity to join the team that 
FOR ENGINEERS ol w Se eS A i‘ NN develops superior space systems 

eas, Aer ny ft See Vie Awe as the Air Force moves into the 
le ; we 4 i gers V4 rs ad ey WN ., twenty-first century. 
Bea ee e eee b. \ eS Lee 4 To learn more about how you 
i ~<a a eo y? yy Air Force mechanical engineer inspecting can be part of the team, see your 
| Be A Wis ' sucraft eb ehaine turbine, Air Force recruiter or call our 

ie b pa N —* 2 Most Air Force engineers Engineer Hotline toll free 
Li BBs’ @ have complete project 1-800-531-5826 (in Texas call 
. * is responsibility early in their 1-800-292-5366). There’s no 
if A ’ y, careers. For example, a first obligation. 

Air Force electrical engineer studying aircraft lieutenant directed work ona 
electrical power supply system. new airborne electronic system 

Engineering opportunities in to pinpoint radiating targets. AIM HIGH 
the Air Force include these Another engineer tested the jet 
eight career areas: aeronautical, engines for advanced tanker and AIR FORC: 
aerospace, architectural, cargo aircraft. 
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Editorial ceteris paribus Dei 
A latin quote is employed either to _ ringing of a class bell. But learning is ae a ee + 

add richer meaning to, or to disguise not an itemized thing. Engineering a ee Py, . 
the true nature of, the topic at hand. It | educators must not differentiate the foe 
carries with it an air of authority. The learning process by separating tech- |. — £é-. 
same can be said of certain adminis- nology and humanities as the curricu- i a Se 
trative policies — one being the Col- lum suggests. The student’s need for CC me Gye ] 
lege of Engineering’sliberalartscredit | humanistic input cannot be held “con- SS os : “ = 
strategies. Each department requires _ stant” while attending to the other 90% ¥ — le 
students to fulfill an average of 16 of his/her engineering education. There a So a | —: 
humanities credits, roughly ten per- | must be some requirement to assist the ae Co iB = 
cent of the student’s career course load. _ student to connect those values taught om 7 4 Me é 
The purpose for these requirements on Bascom Hill with those taught in a ys 
remains dubious. Do these credits add the Engineering Building. a Se iy wore 
richer meaning to our education, or Special course in statistics, computer : oe a 
just disguise the engineering profes- science, and economics have all been per semester probing the social side of 
sion’s tradition of ignoring the developed to suit the needs of the engi- the course or the profession in general. 
humanities? neering student. The same should be The students themselves could then 
The phrase “Ceteris Paribus” means developed for the humanities, for which read each other’s papers, then grade 

all other things held constant.” Bor- the college will collaborate with the and comment on the essays. This prac- 
rowed from economics, this quote can humanities departments (as an engi- tice would save grading costs and gen- 
also be applied to the college’s methods neer would with an architect) to design erate a greater class awareness of 
of cultivating student interest in the a course tying the student’s technical themselves and what they are studying. 
humanities. Engineering course ma- experience with the surrounding Ultimately, the success of the liberal 
terial avoids any reference to social or world. To ensure the engineer’s taking arts credits rests upon the student. But 
cultural values, which the college ex- the course seriously, it should be re- since the college sees the need to guide 
pects other department to supply. The quired and the final grade included in the student through a specific course of 
student is expected to leave the engi- the student’s cumulative engineering engineering credits, it should also take 
neering campus for a humanities class grade point average. responsibility that the student also 
and be able to turn on some sort of Another solution would be to have gains the necessary experience in the 
“social value input program” with the professors assign one essay question non-technical domain. o nS SSS 

L k W t (9 ILON detecting problem workers. This is 
al e a e r by John Wengler _ < | “\ 1g: especially true for polygraphs and 

| \uaeay pave clogieal i (the — vee 
Ade SRY cently given and passed by Craig.) The 

Tale of the Real World | hip“ pressure created by testing affects the 
maT workers responses to sensitive ques- 

Craig was pretty pleased last Decem- _ the company didn’t approve of certain tions, altering their intended re- 
ber. He was among the lucky ones who chemicals present in his blood. Craig Sponses. Ultimately, the issue boils 
had a job waiting after graduation. His than received an ultimatum: if he re- down to how mucha company wants to 
future employer was a large utility, fused to retake the test, he was fired; if | know and what the employee is willing 
sure to offer the kind of opportunities he agreed to retake it, the company to tell. 
described by their glossy pamplets. could give a spot-check test at any Company control of the young engi- 
But Craig’s optimism was about to fal- time, which Craig had to pass to keep neer can extend past his/her recrea- 
ter under the realities of being an his job. Craig never imagined that fit- _ tional habits to how that person thinks. 
employee in our business world.* ting into a company meant more than Alternative thinking can be discour- 
Companies like to know who their _ getting a haircut and a new suit. Now _— aged or modified when detected in an 

employees really are. Firms often use his job was on the line because of what exam. Disagreements with manage- 
screening tests to make sure em- he chose to do with his free time. ment could also be solved with ultima- 
ployees posses no negative traits. Lie The point of this story isnot whether tums similiar to that given to Craig. 
detectors, psychological exams, and or not a person should use liquor or Could Craig even have imagined this? 
blood tests are in common use. The drugs, but that companies have con- Do the glossy pamphlets ever discuss 
results of these tests givecompaniesan __ trols over workers that surprise many this problem? Not that Craig ever saw, 
idea of who may be a security risk, graduates. Both employer and em- and none that the rest of us will see 
have a nervous breakdown, or usesub- _ ployee can take issue with this control. until we are caught, like Craig, 
stances, such as liquor or drugs, that The company believes it must protect between a rock andahard place. © 
cause these and other problems. They _ its interests by maintaining certain PRLS ISS > cacy aman 
want to know who’s playing on the employee standards. The prospect of ee ee Sear aa 
company team. an intoxicated worker is understand- ' Re gee Sige ae fig Bis em 

After a few weeks on the job, Craig ably undesirable, but the test only Sen et wettest ere 
was called in and told a blood test was __ proves the person had once consumed cee ile we dare 4g scheduled for him the following week. the substance, and not that he will os Ae ee s 
Unfortunatly, Craig did not modify his show up to work intoxicated. Ghee . BAe gx ee . 5 
recreational habits and failed the test; From Craig’s point of view, the em- Pass = eae Fy las ee 2 
BT he dye ete Sh ool , ployee’s right to privacy is clearly vio- tt ali a A: 5 ee = 

ae eS iy OEE Craig's name lated by screening tests. Research has Lee yy, Sie cee a g 
tas gee. found that many tests are unreliable in Rush a Oe mae a, = 
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It-took pride, talent anda commitment = speed bottle and can packaging, .**"* agement development.seminars. 
to excel in all you do, to take you where, . B.S:E.E.—E.E.’s can Sree LG Diecl \-tcrcmre common el UE core MONE CANT g 
Nelle me coe SMM VeCRUUAN VAR CoNt Cc} Cole om Leer VLG electrical*machine knowledge of the company and their 
mined to’find a career that brings out, Nahi ‘and application, pawer distri- .,ability tofapply this knowledge as 
NeXT Lal eX fol Meme Mek CAM HALON CCAeSa Cl LUG OL Lone SCL OLA SONU CoA demonstrated: by. several written 

MMe Meru cnt fet ete Cue Or i pee onal cla a Ome 
sonally and professionally. _ electrical control circuits and systems various job assignments. 

At Anheuser-Busch, we've been ., control. ‘ Upon completion of the program, 
bringing out the best in talented ‘.....Thése positions are project-ori- Corporate Management Trainees are 
people for over one hundred Mees oI 3| allow you the opportunity “usually placed in our Operations or 
with stimulating projects and a eer een ol oma project from conception to Brewing Divisions. 
mitment to quality that inspires supe- RRyoly es aa lein i } ry Find out how you can bring out 
rior achievement. : Be po aero e ‘4, your best at Anheuser-Busch by speak- 

You can make the most of your... Lip pe, edly in iy ANALuaMU mee aU TiC eM VU aC am aK eel tts 
talents in one of these*positions: ea aicenla Weote Veclareyxedce( lal ams eel ict amen ir campus.~ 
Central ai cee Yi Pee coir eon LM LateNt cae NES (ol Es : more information and sign-up, 
B.S.M.E.—,M.E.'s will gain experience O ites tea Companies, Inc, Ua aes contact your \placement office. 

in Esto diverse fields as material han- \ Under this one year program Bao “aN i aeRO Ta INC, 
‘ «dling, @quipment layout, piping sys- “will res “hands-on" ineye uh) Keeton oN ett Loe 

tem development, ‘steam generation, supervisory experience in specific ‘tions; ah ce Place; St. Louis, Mis- 
compressed air systems, ventilation, aréas of the company. Trainees will also ate 63118) ‘4 Equal Opportunity 
heating and air conditioning, and high be, exposed to Various management-’Employer Ma i 

~“ concepts by attending-several man-, wy 
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The French Connection 
pS 

by David Eiche . | 

David Fiche, a sophomore in mechan- . cent re gt | 
ical engineering, visited AMC's Keno- \ oe Lay eet » . | 
sha Lakefront Plant earlier this year. \\ . a a en gue |. >. * ws \ =} * 

He feels that the following article stresses ek a 2, fe 4 _\w a . 

some of the seldom expressed positive 4. tricep / ae M1 My 
aspects of the automobile industry. os waa spa ST aa ee ee 

} wal ea 

American Motors Corporation as : 
(AMC) has led a sort of James Bond ; ag RTT 
existence in the automobile industry. e. = oes da / 
Just as the company seemed doomed in | —* ems : e = a 
the face of recession or some other dif- | Td | a 4 : i — 
ficulty, it would spring back to health . a : 2 semua uate aa iia ieaca 
by means of clever maneuvering or a Sa rts numa a 
fortuitous change of events. By 1978, E ue mn. a" 
though, AMC’s fancy footwork was |i aa O27] <= ae oe 
slowed by its lack of resources, specifi- 7 eu A . 
cally, it was unable to design an effi- eo ’ Oe ma s 
cient front-wheel-drive car tocompete = = 8 
with the Big Three and foreign com- : Fa 
panies. But once again, the company | = 
found a solution to its problem. This nae e = 2 
time through a “French Connection” a 
with the Regie Nationale des Usines_—_—_=-—27-7’70777]ITJIIINY]HJHYY_ 
Renault, the largest automaker in also possessed an underused manufae- _- Worker apathy, at least at this plant, is 
France. turing capability which could be used 4 myth. The production start-up re- 
Renault allowed AMC to distribute for jointly-developed products like the | Sulted in the recall of 1700 workers, a 

its Jeeps in Europe, and more impor- _ Alliance. much needed shot in the arm for Keno- 
tantly, invested in the company. The main responsibility for produc- _sha’s ailing economy. 
Renault’s equity in the company was _ ing the Alliance went to AMC’s Lake- Grinning company officials mingled 
initially 26 percent, a figure which has front Plant. The plant had originally | with the crowd as groups were led into 
since grown to 46.4 percent. The accom- been a mattress factory and was con- _ the first exhibit, a large hall contain- 
panying investment started at $200 verted to automobile production inthe ing the Alliance and its foreign com- 
million and is now $350 million. AMC early sixties. It definitely did not re- _ petitors. The fit and finish of the sub- 
used some of the money to improve its present the zenith of automotive pro- compact was excellent. Body panels fit 
Kenosha plants to produce an Ameri- duction technology, and substantial together witha minimum of clearance. 
canized version of the Renault R9,a —_ renovation was necessary tobringitup The paint shone with an unusual luster 
newly designed subcompact whichhad _to the exacting production standards _due to aspecial clear coat. The interior 
been awarded Car of the Year honors _ of the new car. In July, after anexpen- featured ergonomically-designed 
in Europe. This car, named the Alli- diture of nearly $200 million, the first | bucket seats which pivoted like rock- 
ance, was the perfect addition to Alliance rolled off the line. It was the ing chairs along asingle central track. 
AMC’s aging product line. first totally new product produced by Under the hood was the compact 1.4 

The AMC-Renault partnership has the plant in nearly ten years. Thecaris liter engine and transaxle unit, both of 
proved beneficial to the larger partner chiefly a Renault product, although it | which are computer controlled on some 
also. As former AMC chairman Gerald has been improved and modified by models. In general, the car exuded a 
Myers told Motor Trend magazine, American Motors engineers. sense of no-nonsense quality. 
“The instant, immediate, unavailable- AMC and the Kenosha community The next exhibit included a new 
except-at-some-high-cost-over-a-long- were so excited about the new car that | AMC-designed four-cylinder engine, 
period-of-time thing that we had to they held an open house at the plant probably a variant of AMC’s reliable 
offer was the sales organization.” AMC last August. The building, located on 258 CID six. There was another Alli- 
agreed to sell Renaults through its the shores of Lake Michigan, was ance being “inspected” by a gaggle of 
1700 dealers, a sales network which draped with a large banner declaring slobbering children. This seemed 
would have been very expensive for it the site of the RENAM manufactur- __ especially fitting, as the Alliance looks 
Renault to develop by itself. These new ing facility. Long lines for plant tours __ like an ideal car for small families. 
dealers were crucial to Renault’s goal attested to the immense employee in- The more serious part of the tour 
of expanding its sales in the U.S. AMC terest in the Alliance, proving that began in the factory itself, where a 

4 
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— _—o tually welding (no production took 
iia , . place during the tour), there would 

oo Bice — C6 oe have been a display of sparks to go 
al : / hs along with the “clunk” heard at each 

welding point. 

The tour also included atrip through 

4 gi the final assembly area, located in 
cme a8 | -. . AMC's gargantuan Main Plant, where 
_. eee: iia ww . . | _ the firm’s older models and engines 

oe a4 UBS BU mma are produced. (Alliance engines are 
a | t- oe, ee produced in France and shipped to 
- | —— —<— 2 || Kenosha.) Here the cars were given 

a 4 tie. 0 finishing touches, given emissions and 
. : a t~ti‘_™éC‘CNRR SS ~sOoperformance tests, and repaired if ne- 
| : al eo  - /& cessary. The tour ended with a public 

— ae  srelations presentation where a com- 
2 AF opany official praised the workers’ loy- 

Salty and urged them to continue pro- 
wee ~=— ducing quality products. 
nme OO ac: The Alliance, now in production for 
<< several months, has indeed proven to 

— “ —<— 3 bea quality product. As an experienced 
un ee a : & worker explained to the Milwaukee 

— 2 ae 
~ ee i en 3 The Alliance is the best car we've 
“ams et ctl © ever built. Management and em- 
TT TT ployees are really working to- 

large, complicated machine stood, de- _ the plant’s age was apparent due to its gether on this one. If you have a 
signed to stamp out the front cradle multi-level design which forces the problem, say something that isn't 
assembly automatically. This unit lo- bodies to travel through the floor to the fitting right... they listen. 
cates the engine, transaxle (transmis- next assembly level. Critics say this is This attention to detail, by both workers 
sions are called transaxles on front- disadvantageous compared to the and the engineers who designed the 
wheel-drive cars), steering rack, and modern single-level design, but no un- manufacturing equipment and pro- 
suspension to close tolerances, thus reasonable problems were apparent. cesses, is readily apparent. Motor 

Ee Perhaps the most interesting ma- Trend magazine wrote that the car 
ti Q chines in the factory were the amazing might be, “the finest quality car built 
The production start-up welding robots. The long line of the in this hemisphere, maybe even the 

resulted inthe recallof 1700 computerized machines would weld world.” 
workers, a much needed all major body components with toler- The Alliance’s quality, high fuel 

. ances Motor Trend reports, “are re- economy, and reasonable price have 
shot in the arm for Keno- duced to fractions of a “millimeter”.” made it a winner on the sales charts. 
sha’s ailing economy.” The robots’ computer-controlled arms AMC reports that 87 percent of Alli- 
- SS moved with amazing dexterity, deftly ance buyers had not recently pur- 

obviating the need to adjust wheel cas- performing their tasks with surgical chased another AMC product, indicat- 
ter and camber. The machine was one _ precision. Had the machines been ac- ing that new customers are coming 
of only two in the world; the other is in. § ——------—_ into the showrooms. Like its European 
France. cousin, the Renault 9, the Alliance has 

In another section of the plant was a been named “Car of the Year”, this 
new and very expensive painting line. time by Motor Trend Magazine in the 
The painting equipment was enclosed : ; United States. 
in a long booth. Through the windows cag) The success of this new car has had 
the unpainted bodies were visible, sus- : a positive effect on more than corpo- 
pended from the ceiling by mechanical Kayser rate balance sheets and sales figures. 
arms which move along a rack during More workers have been rehired due to 
production. Various rust-inhibiting ¥* LT : asecond shift at the factory. Morale at 
materials are applied to the bodies 4 e RENAU the plant is rising, and according to a 
before painting, one of which is ap- iti company spokesman, unexcused ab- 
plied through a high-voltage cathodic senteeism has dropped from 6 percent 
electrocoat process. This ensures a ~ to 8 percent. Finally, the Alliance’s 
thorough application because the ma- 3 Success has shown that given clever 
terial is electrically attracted to the e and intelligent engineering, even old 
body. "- 3 factories can produce products of 

The production area was very clean WwW exemplary quality and great popular- 
due to the recent renovation. However, 2 ity. a 
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Making Music Automaticall 
i 

shnt had in mind. I wanted to be able to decided to organize it into 4 “scores”, 
by Randall Schnier prograny # mas of oy pat- each score being 256 measures long. 

=e nines odimmesee emotes terns and have them played back ina This turned out to be very convenient, 

; area a eG pa an predetermined order, possibly using as most musical material is broken up 
ses fOr, ae ot i. i to build and 80Me patterns more than once. I also into multiples of four measures. 
h iM mh a a sf . ree his interests Wanted to be able to “transpose” a pat- After all this preliminary design 
cut re pO i to hie far EXPO eS tern by a preset interval to put itina work, the front panel shown in figure 2 
cu RCE Se ene Randall sapleine his different key. This would be useful in took shape. Numeric output is accomp- 
An Sal he follon nee tile ete bass lines, where often the same pat- _ lished via light emitting diode displays. 
creation in the following article. tern is used repeatedly, but in different “Score” shows the number of the score 

A common feature of music in gen- keys. Finally, since the output of most the sequencer is playing. “Measure” 
eral, and electronic music in particu- synthesizer keyboards is a control vol- shows which measure in the score is 
lar, is that it has certain patterns tage, I wanted to be able to program presently being played, while “se- 
which are repeated throughout acom- __ the sequencer by connecting this con- quence” displays which sequence has 
position. Examples of this might be the trol voltage to it. A sequence of notes been assigned to that measure. “Event” 
bass line of a song, or in the case of could then be stored by playing it on displays the event number in the se- 

classical music,atheme whichappears _ the keyboard. quence being played, and “pitch” dis- 
repeatedly in different parts of the plays the number of the note assigned 
composition. ° to that event. The indicator below the 

Because electronic music often uses e g pitch display is another light emitting 
repeating patterns, devices called se- diode which shows whether or not the 

quencers were developed to automati- vo 2 sequencer is “holding a key down”. 
cally play a group of notes in a pattern That is to say, the sequencer doesn’t 
programmed by the user. Having con- f m actually press the keys down, but sends 
structed two electronic music synthes- the synthesizer the control voltage for 
izers and a stereo audio mixer, I de- ae the eet to be Dare along wat a 
cided the next piece of equipment I Pompe o sare, “gate” voltage. When the gate voltage 
would obtain would be a sequencer. Figure 1: A simple sequencer. is at a positive level, the synthesizer 
There are many different types of se- : . thinks a key is being held down. After 
quencers available, each with varying After looking at what was available _ the gate voltage drops to zero volts, the 
capabilities, limitations, and prices. Commercially, it was apparent some _ synthesizer thinks the key has been let 
However, I could not afford topurchase _ type of digital memory circuit would up and starts to decay the volume level 
a commercial unit, and I was also in be needed. This meant the control vol- of the note. If the sequencer “lets a key 
need of a project for the 1983 Engi- tage from the synthesizer keyboard yp” by dropping the gate voltage to 
neering Expo. would have to be converted into digital —_zero, the oscillator must keep the pitch 

To solve these two problems, I de- form before it is stored. When the itis producing constant. This is because 
cided I would try to build asequencer Sequence is played back, the digital _ a tone does not usually stop instantly, 
on my own. I then had to decide what data would be converted back to a con- but decays gradually. If the pitch in- 
design to use, as wellas what features] trol voltage, which is fed to the syn- _ formation changes when a “key is let 
would try to incorporate in it. thesizer. Fortunately, there are devices up”, the effect of this pitch change will 

Most synthesizers take their pitch Called analog to digital (A/D) anddig- _be very audible. Finally, “transpose” 
information in the form of a contro] __ ital to analog (D/A) converters which _ displays the number that is added to 
voltage. If the control voltage is in- perform the needed conversions. These the pitch information to change the 
creased, the pitch (frequency) of the devices are available in integrated cir- key a sequence is played in. 
oscillator in the synthesizer will also Cuit form and need very few external Programming the sequencer is done 
increase. Therefore, the task at hand __ parts. . in several steps. First, each sequence 
was to build a device which would gen- Thus, the sequencer consists of a that will be used (up to 32) must be 
erate a sequence of voltages at its out- | !arge amount of memory, plus the cir- _ programmed with the notes that make 
put. There are many ways to do this. cuitry needed to control which note up the sequence. To do this, the controls 
One of the simplest is shown in figure from the memory is being sent to the under the “event” and “pitch” displays 
1. The voltages v1 through vn are set in synthesizer. Idecided to use amemory on the front panel are used. An “auto- 
advance by the user. As the switch is | Chip which holds 1024 items of data. _ load” mode was added for convenience. 
turned, the oscillator will produce the This was divided into 32 sequences, It will allow the programmer to entera 
pitches which correspond to the vol- each holding 32 events, an event being sequence merely by playing it on the 
tages at the switch terminals. Usually either a note or a rest. keyboard of the synthesizer, adding 
the switching is done electronically A second memory was dedicated to rests where desired with the “rest” 
with the pattern repeated when the storing the playing order of the se- button. As each note or rest is entered, 

end is reached. quences, as well as what interval to the event counter is automatically in- 
I quickly decided that this method transpose the sequence being played. cremented. After the sequence has 

would not be adequate for the uses I Again using a 1024 item memory, I been entered, the “end” button is 
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synthesizer. The audio output from the 
synthesizer is then routed to the mixer, 
where it can be combined with other 
instruments (such as electric guitar), 

= a5 a TE Te = and finally sent to the tape deck where 
the piece of music is stored. The type of 

= ae LJ Ce D LJ Li a tape deck which is used by most ama- 
ene measone seewense “me pee “BARES: teur musicians such as myself has four 

independent channels. Each channel 
can be recorded on while listening to 

eer 5 nese os (AOE some or all of the other channels. In 
® nO © @ this way, the different parts can be 

scone SeqUeKe wereeene ure synchronized to each other, and the 
=“ © reser “ es “ song is recorded in “layers”, 

© @rer © For example, if I were ‘se a the 
=< sequencer to play a complex bass line, I 

@r< @ LenD @ exo “ = would program the bass line into the 
Ron a . 

© s sequencer, and record it on channel 1. 

< After rewinding the tape to the begin- 
OO) © ser © ning, I would listen to the bass line on 

weep = channel 1 while recording another part 
& (the melody, for example) on channel 2. 

Figure 2: Front Panel. Additional parts are added on chan- 
, . nels 3 and 4 ina similar manner. This 

sds howalmost all electronic music is 
depressed to mark the last event in it. entered at the end of the score, the recorded. 
Using the “increment/decrement — sequencer will not stop but will reset Construction of the sequencer has 
event” switches it is possible to edit a the measure number to zero and con- _ proceeded according to schedule. After 
sequence which has already been  tinueplayingthescore.Thespeedcon- the basic model is assembled and 
stored. After stepping to the event  troldetermineswhatspeed thescoreis tested, I will attempt to add a “syn- 
number which is to be changed, the played at. chronize” feature which will allow me 
replacement note is played on the syn- When I am composing a piece of to synchronize the sequencer to a part 
thesizer keyboard and the “load” but- electronic music, I will connect the which has already been recorded on 
ton is depressed. The new note will sequencer to my other gear as shown in tape, such as another sequence. With 
then replace the note which was pre- _ figure 3. During thetimethesequencer __ this option, I believe some extremely 
viously assigned to that event. is being programmed, the keyboard interesting patterns could be produced. 

Once the patterns (sequences) to be control voltage will be fed from the The unit was constructed using a 
used have been defined, the next stepis synthesizer to the sequencer. As men- _ combination of homemade printed cir- 
to program the order in which they tioned before, this allows me to pro- _ cuit boards and wire wrapping. Based 
will be used. This is done using the gram the sequences by playing them _ on experience with other projects, I 
controls under the “measure” and “se- on the keyboard. After the score is have found these methods to be the 
quence” displays. Starting at measure entered, the output control voltage most reliable and easy to service. I 
“000”, the sequence to be assigned to from the sequencer is fed back to the _ anticipate a total cost for the project in 
that measure is entered using the SSF SS stthe 600 dollar range. Considering the 
thumbwheel switches under the “se- price of commercial units (about 
quence” display. Pressing the “load” $1500), this figure seems quite reason- 
button below the switches causes the able. I will have the final working 
number selected with the switches to model on display, along with my other 
appear in the “sequence” display. A vonkes Pitch Control electronic music equipment, at the 
transpose factor can be added using from Voltage 1983 Engineering Expo. 
the thumbwheel switches under the Keyboard In this article I have tried to give the 
“transpose” display. This number is reader some idea of how electronic 
entered by the same method as a se- music is made, as well as a description 
quence number is entered. These two Audio Out of one of the more useful and interest- 
steps are repeated for each measure in a. ing pieces of electronic music equip- 
the score. At the end of the song, the [mixer | fud’e Gianals ment, the sequencer. I constructed this 
sequencer will stop unless it is told to Instruments sequencer to enhance the quality of my 
go back to the beginning with the D.C. 7 ; electronic music, and am hopeful it 
(da capo) button. Raines AGG = willlive up to my expectations. Even if 

Once a score is entered, the first it doesn’t, I usually learn a great deal 
measure is chosen with the “measure O_o) < while designing and building a pro- 
increment/decrement” control. When & ject. Besides, after one project is fin- 
the run button is depressed, the se- B = ished, there’s always another one to 
quencer will begin playing the pro- § start on. Already in the works is a 
grammed score until the stop button is : computer controlled polyphonic (mul- 
depressed or the end of the score is Figure 3: tiple oscillator) synthesizer, which will 
reached. However, ifa “D.C.” has been Connections to other equipment, at last enable me to play chords. 0 
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Trading Visas for Diplomas 
i 

by Hassan Syed 

The ensuing trade war threatens to small university campuses and would assume that these students have no 
have its effect on the foreign students definitely affect the cultural richness knowledge about American culture 
studying inthe U.S.A citizen of Pakis- of campuses all over the country. In and language. These students are 
tan, Hassan Syed presents the foreign today’s world there is more need than _ actually well-accustomed to the Amer- 

student's view of legislation pending in ever for people from different coun- _ ican lifestyle and in most cases have 
Congress. Hassan is an electrical engi- tries to get in contact with each other _ incorporated it into their daily lives. 

Hin side ‘3 jniterested i —_______________________ Most of these intellectuals have an neering student and is interested in 

international relations. extremely good command of the Eng- 
lish language. These students are more 

It seems, now that the United States a, suited to blend into the American main- 
is going through an economically rough ae Pa stream than anybody else. 
period, that Congress is resorting to America Even though supporters of the bill 
quick-fix measures to take care of the é aCe claim that the foreign students are 
country’s economic ills. Bills such as , ee, needed more in their native countries, 
the balanced budget amendment and id © the bill has built-in loop-holes. These 
tough immigration laws are being wi S lope-holes would allow the U.S. offi- 
pushed vigorously as economic pana- “i imme = cials to retain foreign students with 
ceas. In Congress’ almost frenzied ws set 2 degrees and expertise in highly tech- 
approach to cut down unemployment, /)s nical fields. However, a majority of 
it is the foreign students at university : — foreign students will not fall under the 
campuses all over the country who ambiguous language of these provi- 

seem certain to be victimized. and gain a better understanding of sions. Such measures in the bill cast 
A billcurrently under consideration —_ each other’s cultures. doubt on the sincerity of its proponents. 

in Congress would force foreign stu- The proponents of this bill claim that The bill is increasingly gaining 
dents out of the United States after a large number of foreign students, | momentum because of Washington’s 
completing their education. The bill, with no knowledge of this country and _— paranoia over large-scale illegal im- 
originally proposed by Sen. Allen K. its language, are immigrating to the migration into the country. But, the 
Simpson (R-WY), would prohibit for- U.S. Such an argument is fallacious. foreign student should not be made a 
eign students from applying for per- First, statistics prove a large number _ scape-goat in a case over Immigra- 
manent residence in the U.S. until two of foreign students are not immigrat- _ tion’s inability to curb illegal entries 

ing to the U.S. Secondly, it is false to _ into the U.S. from across the border. 0 

“Bills such as the balanced 
: Scrambled eggs, and 

budget amendment and sausage with hash browns. 
tough immigration laws ==. The breakfast folks 
are being pushed vigorous- . “e" D> are scrambling for. 
ly as economic panaceas.” ( =) Se 

oo iss 
years after graduation. Also, students LZ ° ‘ aes < >> 

would not be allowed to extend their o ines rere Ik rete 
visas after graduation, thus forcing Lee \ Wasaga? woe Seg 
them out of the country. (h ANY i a, C wees ie 

If passed, such a bill would have dis- 8h EE. py Sg oS ay 
: PS a 

astrous effects on foreign students. It YEN 
would create a climate of aggravation co 
and constant worry over future pros- a 
pects in America for these students. It — 
would undermine the credibility of 

U.S. educational institutions as world 
centers for gaining knowledge and 
technical expertise, since foreign stu- McDonald's 
dents would not be allowed to stay, @ il 
work, and gain experience. With the i 
1960’s baby boom gone, it is estimated 
that college enrollment will decline in 1405 University, 
the later part of this decade. It would 
not be prudent to scare a sizable num- 
ber of foreign students enrolled at 
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Special 2-Year NROTC 
Scholarship Progra 

a . . 

Immediate Benefits Education Counts 
This new Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps Good grades are essential. A minimum of one year 

(NROTC) Two-Year College Scholarship Program of college with better than a C average is required 

provides: for selection. And you must complete two years of 

Full tuition during your junior and senior years college with a C average or better prior to entering 

while attending one of over 50 colleges and the NROTC indoctrination course. Prior to 

universities offering NROTC programs. selection you must have completed a minimum of 
All textbooks. one semester each of physics and integral calculus, 

All education and lab fees. or two semesters of integral calculus, with a C 

Plus $100 monthly subsistence each academic year. average or better. Selected applicants must complete 

a one year of integral calculus and college physics 

: a. a before graduating from college. 

7 : us More Information 
sy a 

“Tite —~— g) NAVAL ROTC 
ES a . . 

SS we ~—Ss« 1610 University 
“SS da Avenue 

°° gg (608) 262-3794 

A New Idea In Scholarships 
maa



A Walk on the Dean’s Side 
ee 

by Penny J. Christopherson Although the College imposed stiffer UW officials do not foresee any diffi- 
entrance requirements for admission culties in obtaining it. Work x Sche- 

The UW College of Engineering has a to the engineering level, the changes duled to begin this spring 
proud heritage of outstanding deans. do not appear to effect the current Bollinger says another lak sith 
Dean Kurt F. Wendt, the namesake of trend of swelling enrollments. works for takeover and ena io ¢ 
our library, and Dean W. Robert Mar- The following chart indicates the an additional building that vould a ° 
shall have passed their legacy to our pattern of soring enrollments in the vide a significant aie nee he 
present dean, John G. Bollinger. Penny — undergraduate engineering program building lies in close noxinite the 
Christopherson offers this review of over the past two years: engineering campus P Mawr 
Dean Bollinger’s first year in office. , 

When Dean John G. Bollinger as- Semester/Academic Yr. # of Students 
sumed the responsibility for the ad- Semester I, 1980-81 ................4,571 
ministration of the College of Engi- semester lh 1980°81: is ssmerees aud 247 

neering in July, 1981, he knew he hada See “ ee teeteeee esses 4,850 

few obstacles to overcome to guarantee Semecter L 1982 ae rernssemenons ses ADL 
: ¢ : s S : BO. eins oman xa Oy LOL 

engineering students a quality educa- . 

tion. Bollinger always enjoys a chal- teh 
lenge, and as he saw it then, he had Graduate student Weishaung Qu, fe 

four: working with Professor Arne Thesen oh SR 
-- The need to divide the engineering of the Department of Industrial Engi- = 

program into two levels with separ- neering, formulated a mathematical “« eo 
ate entrance requirements. model to study alternative programs — 

--The need for additional building aimed at curbing the growing enroll- i | 
space for classrooms, instructional ment numbers in the College. Based on & 

laboratories, and research facilities. this study performed by computer var 

-- The need to hire more top-notch analyses, Thesen and Qu presented | 
engineering faculty and staff. two principal options to engineering F 

-- The need to continue building a faculty at their October meeting for , ey 

broader communication network consideration: ; bg 2 

with industry. -- Raise the present grade point require- = 

Atatime when the operating budget ments (in some departments the en- z 
was tightened and costs and inflation trace requirement would be a 2.25, . 
rates were spiraling, Bollinger faced 2.50 or a 3.00 GPA) for students Dean John G. Bollinger 
these problems head-on. He rolled up being accepted into any degree-_—_ =< 

his shirt sleeves and got down to granting classification. Faculty and Staffing Needs 
business. -- Raise the maintenance grade point “The College is hiring as many qual- 

In the process of addressing these for students already accepted in a ified faculty as there are appropriate 
challenges, Bollinger’s administration degree-granting classification from people to find,” Bollinger says. “Com- 
saw three other innovations occur in the 2.00 GPA standard. petition for qualified candidates is very 
the College of Engineering: . . severe among institutions.” 
-- The availability of graduate credit Bollinger thinks the first option is The College needs to increase its 

for off-campus study. the best way to curtail the influx of faculty rolls to compensate for attri- 
-- The opening of the Computer-Aided undergraduate engineering students tion and earlier fiscal cuts. Several 

Engineering Center. and so do several departments in the full-time positions were lost in the last 
-- Ready accessibility of computers for College. For the second semester of budget although the College did gain 

engineering faculty. 1982-83, the Departments of Mechani- in teaching assistant positions. Bollin- -_ . cal Engineering, Chemical Engineer- ger says the College is being forced “to 
Admission and Entrance Require- ing, and Electrical and Computer En- become more fluid” in dealing with ments gineering have raised their entrance decreasing state revenues . 

The engineering program was di- requirements from the established 2.50 A new program was introduced to 
vided into pre-engineering and engi- GPA to a 3.00 GPA. No action was the engineering campus this fall. IBM 

neering levels the fall semester of 1981. taken by faculty on the second option loaned two staff members to ser 
At the pre-engineering level, anyfresh- presented by the Thesen/Qu duo. adjunct assistant professors for the 
man student eligible for admission to 1982-83 academic year. Thomas E 
the UW-Madison campus is also eligi- Space Needs for Growing Demands Dillinger is working on research that 
ble for admission to the College of A major success was met this fall has potential for creating high tech- 
Engineering as a pre-engineering stu- when the final go-ahead was given by nology jobs for Wisconsin businesses at 
dent with an EGR classification. At the UW Board of Regents on the Cen- the Center for Applied Microelectron- 
the engineering level, prior to admis- _ ter for Applied Microelectronics ren- ics. James D. Kelly divides his time 
sion to any degree-granting classifica- ovation at 1410 Johnson Drive, the between teaching in the Department 

tion, the student must have a min- former state highway laboratory. The of Electrical and Computer Engineer- 
imum cumulative 2.50 or 3.00 GPA State Building Commission must still ing and working with the Engineering 
depending on the field of interest. approve the $2.3 million project, but Minorities Program. 
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UW-Industrial Relations nationwide among public and private to meet with the professor, learn course 
. . universities, according to the Council requirements and exam dates, and buy 

Geunie nicenn toae ae for Financial Aid to Education. textbooks. Lectures will be videotaped 
nationally Faculty says now it is th The College of Engineering com- and shipped to off-campus locations. 
time. for faduste aan aniversit to municates with its alumni, friends and The last time students were offered 
ool their resources and pull for one faculty, and corporations through the off-campus credits was in the late 

Feather Pp efforts oe oes director of devel- 1960's. The venture was experimental, 
Ee an opment for the College at the UW and the courses focused principally in 

se apenas Heexpandiewin ye Foundation. Since Bitter’s appoint- mechanical engineering. Bollinger, 
‘Ani : ee Z ment by Dean Marshall in 1981, her who taught two of them, feels they met 

n industrial consortia is formed by a office created a! : : : one n annual College of with great success. 

group of businesses sharing like inter- Engineering Fund to provide the Col- 
ests, who invest their time, money, and 1] . . : Computer-Aided Engineering Center 

4 ‘ : ege with scholarships, professorships, ‘ " 
concern in developing engineering re- . January, 1982 marked the opening 

. > laboratory equipment and a host of : as : 
search projects. Through the contribu- other special projects. Bitter’s intent in of the Computer-Aided Engineering 
tions of these consortia, both business the creation of this fund was to al (CAE) Center, under the direction of 
and engineering research flourish. MGESASS EH 2 a's0 Professor John J. Uicker, Jr. At pres- 

: e number of alumni and H . 
Bollinger acknowledges the key role corporate gifts to the College ent 58 terminals are available for stu- 

the Industrial Liaison Council plays in eee eee eee dent access, according to CAE Pro- 

its advisory function to the College. 6s * se gram Supervisor Michael J. Redmond. 

The Council, consisting of major state The College 15 hiring as Twenty-six terminals are located at 

and national business leaders, com- Many qualified faculty as both the CAE-West (360 Mechanical 
bines its managerial know-how and there are appropriate peo- Engineering) and the CAE-Bast (B555 
experi to advi i i. * = Engi i ites, si i 
experience to advice ine College (* ple to find,” Bollinger says. jre"housed in CAE-Central (1011 
instructional policies, and the like. —_—_—_—_——— Engineering). 

This past October the College hosted University records indicate that since According to CAE statistics, 25,000 
a series of seminars dealing with elec- 1981, when this fund was started, the hours of connect time were logged 
tronics and microelectronics, materials number of private donors jumped from from March through July on the Har- 
science, and manufacturing process- 155 in 1980 to 685 in 1981. The dollar ris 800 system alone. Other available 

ing and systems on the day set aside to donations doubled in 1981 from $31,000 systems for student access at the CAE 
honor the achievement of eight out- in 1980. Bitter says the College is well sites include the Wires Vax-11/780, 

standing engineers -- Engineers Day. ahead of the 1981 mark in 1982 with and the Wits PDP-11/70. The Sperry 
The Technology Transfer Seminars 627 donors contributing $71,000 Univac 1100 computer can be accessed 
drew approximately 80 industrial par- through the end of September. by funded students and faculty only. 
ticipants, according to organizers. Meng iC these contributions are The Harris 100 system is for the exclu- 

Severe ‘ matched by the corporations employ- sive use of faculty and staff. 
In 1981 82, business and industry ing these alumni. Based on statistics Any engineering student, faculty, or 

contributions and private foundation ided me : 
provided by Bitter’s office, corporate staff member may access these compu- 

grants accounted for 14 percent of the matches total $25,000 already f : 
total fundin t to the Coll A , already for 1982. ter terminals. 

g Support to the College 0. In 1980 and 1981 corporate matches 
Engineering. Engineering research we ri Computer Availability for Faculty 

. r were seldom initiated. These contribu- aay as 7 s 

expenditures for that same period tions, a result of a direct-mail appeal Well underway is Bollinger's request 
totaled $16.7 million compared to $8.6 qo not reflect major gifts or be ast ’ for a broadband communications net- 
million in 1976-77. In 1981-82, $5 mil- Bitter says that cor ote ift ay oe work to be installed in the office of each 

lion of the research expenditures were College of Engineering increased ise faculty. This network has the capabil- 
financed by nonfederal monies. $4 mil- percent in 1981 compared to 1980 ity of linkage with computing resour- 
lion came from business and industry figures, ces. CAE Supervisor Michael Red- 
donations; $1 million from private . mond reports that by mid-December, 
foundations. Most business and indus- Other Changes On The Engineering 1982, 120 offices will be wired, with 40 

trial research grants are faculty- Campus offices having full terminal communi- 

initiated. Graduate Credit via Videotape cations ability. 

In a much broader perspective, ac- This fall the College received appro- Bollinger’s reasons for making com- 

cording to university officials, private val from the Continuing Education puters more easily accessible to faculty 

gifts to the UW-Madison campus in- Council, Extended-Timetable Gradu- are two-fold: 
creased $7.7 million in 1981-82, more ate Program, for two graduate-level -- He feels the computers will better 

than a 30 percent increase. This com- _ courses to be offered via videotape for enable faculty to interact with stu- 

pares to a national average increaseof spring, 1983. Associate Dean Donald dents in problem solving, program 

11.3 percent. The 30 percent increase L. Dietmeyer of Student Affairs says instruction, and problem-solution 

occurred at atime when federal grants these two courses are ME 601 (482) review. 
decreased $4.28 million. Robotics and ECE 481 Digital Signal -- He doesn’t want faculty competing 

Among public universities, the UW- _ Processing, and they will be offered with students for quality computer 

Madison campus ranked 5th in volun- _ without fixed lectures. time. 

tary gift support in 1981 and 19th Students must register in Madison continued on page 23. 
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‘The Chromium Mechani 8 EE Ee A eee 

| + 4 ‘ ; a 
| The first comprehensive explanation of electrochemical activity 

during the plating of chromium has recently been formulated at 
the General Motors Research Laboratories. This understanding 

_ has aided in transforming chromium plating into a highly 
efficient, high-speed operation. 

| 
| 

i Gio phe Cantera ] | fe MANY industrial applica- a chromic acid solution which 
—— J | tions, chromium coatings of contains various chromate ions: 
| 0 | more than 0.2 mil thickness are chromate, dichromate and 
| O O Q@HS0-S-O- | required for wear and corrosion trichromate. From a series of 

| I I 6 | resistance. But the conventional — steady-state polarization experi- 
O-Cr—O—Cr—O—Cr—OH method of plating chromium is ments, Dr. Hoare concluded that 

I I l 9 | neither fast nor efficient. Nor, un- — trichromate is the ion important in 
Oo 0 OPH? 0-S-O til the recent work of a GM chromium deposition. 

ay : 6 , | researcher, had the steps involved Sulfuric acid has been recog: 
| eI) ' ' | in the century-old plating process nized as essential to. chromium 
| 3 | 1 ' | been explained in detail. Through plating and has been assumed by 
| =|) i ' | a combination of theory and some to be a catalyst for the proc- 
| Z| 1 | | experiment, Dr. James Hoare has ess. In this strongly acidic solu- 

z || \ ! devised the first comprehensive tion, sulfate should be mostly 
zit ° I ' | mechanism for chromium plating. _ presentas the bisulfate ion (HSO,). 

“om G0. 14 $0, Ratio " This increased understanding has Dr. Hoare found, contrary to 
: helped electrochemists at the Gen- expectations, that the addition of 

| Kien iPesedoudimumblcania ~ eral Motors Research Laboratories sulfuric acid to the plating bath 
INCH CLICL PILL AL TIS COMeGN Ulan U8 d uBielivk develop a system that plates chro- decreased the conductivity of the 
of chromic acid lo sulfuric acid ratio. mium sixty times faster than the solution. 
Figure 2: The clectroactive complex diffuses from conventional method, while Combining these findings 
TO Se EN MMe improving energy-efficiency by a with the results of previous inves- 
(C) to bedischurted as metallic chromium (Dyn factor of three. - a tigations, Dr. Hoare concluded that 
the cathode (E) surface The electrolyte for plating is the clectroactive species was a 

| trichromate-bisulfate complex (see 
wT Figure 1). From equilibrium con- 

- . & °., = ue | siderations, he theorized that the 
! A «Be oa” .y c DE maximum concentration of this 

* ” we species occurred at a 100-to-1 chro- 
eo & % gage mic acid/sulfuric acid ratio. The 

« a, ot observation that the maximum rate 
® e ® e @ of chromium deposition also 

e eo “@% \y occurred at this ratio supports the 
em % a e Sie ! conclusion that this trichromate- 

va* & o,* “~ bisulfate complex 1s the electroac- 
. ‘ og tive species. / 

° * ‘ © ew & wt f During the plating process, 
| s “eee o® A the complex diffuses from the bulk 
| » eo 0° * cee solution toward the cathode (see 

| s 2 . i. 6 we Figure 2). Electron transport takes 
e %, e ob place by quantum mechanical tun- 

| » . ote neling through the potential 
| @ ¢ ® ~ @. % energy barrier of the Helmholtz 

e ® . w double layer and the unprotected 
i - . 8 o «& oe chromium in the complex (Cr atom 
| * ° © one 

eee es = __ 

a TL Va eed LL el es Se Gt an ee eee) ellie ||]



| 

| 

| 
on the left in Figure 1) loses elec- shortening the diffusion path THE i 
tons by successive steps, going increases the speed of chromium % ee 
from Cr*® to Cr+”, Decomposition — deposition. A high rate of relative M AN . | 
of the resulting chromous dichro- — motion between the electrolyte and BEHIND ae 
mate complex takes place by acid the cathode will shorten the path. THE irr Fo 
hydrolysis to form a chromous- — This can be accomplished by rapid YD _ . _ 
oxybisulfate complex: flow or by agitation of the elec- WORK Le Pm, 

0 trolyte. Dr, James Hoare 7, {i a 
arom OesHesQ_S-07 Dr. Hoare found that the rate is a Research | qo | ky L 

I! of chromium deposition increased Fellow at the | 7, | |/\ Va 
O with electrolyte flow until the proc- General Motors | J bes yee 

The positive end of this com- ess was no longer diffusion-con- Research Lab- 4s er 
plex is adsorbed onto the cathode trolled. He also found that the use oratories. He is a member of the | 
surface. Electrons are transferred — of dilute electrolyte significantly — Electrochemistry Department. 
from the cathode to the adsorbed increased plating efficiency. Dr. Hoare served as an clec- 
chromium ion, forming metallic *This project is an excellent tronics technician in the U.S. Navy 

chromium and regenerating the example,” says Dr. Hoare, “of how — during the Second World War. In 

(HSO,4)” ion. Thus, Dr. Hoare’s — basic research and engineering 1949, he received his Ph.D. in phys- 
mechanism explains how sulfuric — principles can be combined to ical chemistry from the Catholic 
acid, in the form of the bisulfate develop a new, successful process. University of America. After an 

ion, participates in the plating Now, we'd like to take on the chal- assistant professorship at Trinity 
process. lenge of plating successfully from College in Washington, D.C., he 

Cr+3, which would be aneven more joined the US Naval Research Lab- 
efficient way to provide corrosion oratory as a physical chemist. He 
and wear resistance.” became a staff member at General | 

hr HAS long been known that Motors in 1960. | 
chromium cannot be plated Dr. Hoare’s sustaining inter- | 

from a solution when initially pres- —— est has been in electrochemical | 
ent as Cr*8 because of the forma- General Motors kinetics and the mechanisms. of 
tion of the stable aquo complex, electrode processes. He is best | 
[Cr(H.O),]*%. Yet chromium can be known to the scientific community 
plated when initially present as for his basic studies of hydrogen | 
Crt® even though it must. pass and oxygen electrode mechanisms. | 
through the Cr ** state before being | His book, The Electrochemistry of | 
deposited. Dr. Hoare’s mechanism Oxygen, published in 1968, is con- 
handles this paradox by explaining sidered a work of primary impor- | 
that the chromium ion being MARK OF EXCELLENCE tance to the field. In addition to his | 
deposited (on the left in Figure 1) is work on chromium plating, he is | 
protected by the rest of the complex responsible for the fundamental | 
as it passes through the Cr+? state, research that helped make elec- | 
so that the stable aquo complex trochemical machining a precision 
cannot form. process. 

The diffusion of the eclec- | 
troactive complex apparently con- 
trols the rate of the process, so that \ 

TF aa il eT) De | | LT) ae



Engineers in the Band 
SSeS 

by Mike Reiels claims an major and agricultural 

engineer, Steve Winestorfer. Certainly, 

At about 1:10 on football Saturdays, | this feeling is quite different than any- WE WANT YOU 
200 uniform clad band members come | thing experienced in engineering. John : y 
strutting out of the tunnel doing the | Tank, a senior in electrical engineer- ED St TP 
famed run-on step. Few people realize | ing, speaks for many when he calls (aN i 
that almost half of the people out there | band “avery much needed relief period REY by A 
are engineering students. The Wiscon- | from engineering.” & 2 
sin Band is comprised of about 40 per- Once the marching season is over, EN Ces ES 
cent engineering students, 30 percent | the marching band becomes the var- = 
Letters and Science students, 20 per- | sity band which plays for hockey and 
cent agricultural students and about | basketball games. The demands of it 
10 percent music majors. Why are so | varsity band are much less; rehersals ; ?2 if 
many band members engineering | are only once a week instead of four ran 
students? times and the games are more laid rh 

Director Michael Leckrone explains, | back. “The band’s job at these games is Ae; ome 
“The band attracts the same kind of | to entertain,” says Leckrone. “People ® 
student that engineering does.” The | come for the total package: the game, On The CANOiNeer Staff 
band demands that a person be intel- | the fans, the band, and fun.” The cheers e . 
legent (at least smart enough to learn | and comments at the games are not sGet Credit 
the routines), energetic, well rounded, | rehearsed; the band members come up ae pxParience 
and somewhat athletic. The band also | with them on the spur of the moment. et Involved 
offers an excellent release from the | Fortunately I don’t have to prompt 
daily grind and most importantly it’s | people, in fact, I’d much rather have to We have openings for the '82—'83 
fun.” harness people than drive them (to school year in writing, layout, 

Senior mechanical engineering stu- | come up with cheers),” quipps circulation and advertising. 
dent John Morley comments, “Sure, | Leckrone. 
band is a lot of work, but it’s fun. If it This emphasis on entertainment is Call 262-3494 or 262-2472 or 
weren't fun, I certainly wouldn’tspend | certainly a refreshing change from sign up in 460 Mechanical 
all the time required for the one credit.” | engineering and is no doubt attractive Engineering 
“The exhilaration of marching through | to engineering students in band. So, 
the tunnel into the sight of 80,000 fans | next time you’re at a game, take a 
is a feeling that can only be expe- | second look at the band, you may rec- 
rienced-words would never do!” ex- | ognize quite a few classmates. o nm a\ St 

i UNIVERSITY 
£ ® * e o es es 

gt saan! ar thie Pilg oe Bf Sa bes auenient Motu ricco EE Aa aaah in ere nage lei BOOK STORE 

ER ai ae i IOC A EN tN erg ee eae re ee gh Bae Uae aD fel SA malo eas ne OG aE wE Graal PRCT eee , ORES AG LORCA TAUNSOA TGs rer scacae ei erg RMeCen G See = 
ee. shen OP UAB ert Ne ee Oe A all Bl Fate Ti ee SE ei He dee) Bris yetem 
Teenie rid eee Ea ett” UN NEE ia ny ra H/ eens 
sect de te Oe a Sm rans aia ecole a Tie Rtn see lat — eet 
ae ‘ he es Saag Fe ee no rs Sa Sh Ree reer 

Oe el ee ee eae ee sae Be = ei — 
e aa BT. oy of ohana ne ee eo Pa Sebel ML; 
a 4 oan 7 we 5 ear eS oe = ns — eazy 

—_— LL Se se a Vim Oe SC W@§ Madison's Favorite Book Store 
ee CS .=—_—.___. 711 State Street, on the State Street Mall 

ie ee ee OPS Ee ENE O OR TEC) 
BE SE eR le Pe 
Drum major and agricultural engineer Steve Winestorfer claims that performing Monday Saturday 9 00/15 00 
before “80,000 fans isa feeling that can only be experienced !” 
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° “ igse Although Wolfe satirizes the whole 
The Right Stuff Each . +. had the right hyped-up “right stuff” concept, which 

. stuff’, ... the ability to go produced flying aces who, rather than 
Written by Tom Wolfe up in a hurtling piece of declare an emergency in the air, would 

machinery, and put his hide crash and burn to prove their manhood, 
on the line and then to the astronauts come across as interest- 

I have always enjoyed Tom Wolfe’s wets ing and likable individuals. Wolfe’s 
cultural journalism (The Electric Kool. %0Up again the nextday... astronauts are competent and brave, 
Aid Acid Test, The Pump HouseGang), even if the series should but hardly the sanitized heroes por- 
but when I heard about his book on the prove infinite.” trayed in the 60’s press. Some of them 
first American astronauts, I thought, were hard drinkers in those early days, “Big deal”. It was a great engineering and they didn’t always exactly ignore 
feat, sending the boysupand getting =—<C—s~si‘C;«7C«SS*S*S”S!SSSTS!~CC#CKe Cape Canaveral groupies. And the 
them back down again over 20 years dent, the press, the public, to every- camaraderie of this chosen few was 
ago. But the astronauts themselves -- _ body but their fellow test pilots, the often strained by backbiting over who 
they seemed about as thrilling asseven seven men chosen for Project Mercury was to be the first man in space, and by 
identical slices of Ma’s apple pie. were the ultimate embodiment of the irritation over the holier than thou 

Well, The Right Stuff is a real eye- right stuff. behavior of Deacon John Glenn. 
opener -- about the astronauts’ lives Even before the first manned rocket Though Wolfe’s astronauts are im- 
and personalities, about Project Mer- took off, the astronauts were idolized perfect but admirable characters, 
cury, and about the mental climate of __ in print, given parades, listened to by other figures in the book aren’t so 
America as it entered the space age. Congress -- they were seen as “Single lucky. For example, Wolfe calls the 
The book has thrills. It has intrigue. | Combat Warriors”, risking their lives collective numbers of the American 
And it’s very, very funny. on each flight to symbolically preserve media a “Victorian gentlemen : The 

The book begins at the real begin- the American way of life. press airbrushed the astronauts’ pho- 
ning of the country’s space program tographs and their life stories as well -- 
with a description of the training of any hint of marital strife or less than 
Navy test pilots, who, in the 1950’s, model behavior never appeared in 
were ready to reach the boundaries of print. However, these same reporters 
the atmosphere in the X-15. Each of x c Saw nothing scandalous in laying siege 
these flyers had the “right stuff”; not 5 y Ea to the astronauts’ homes while space merely courage, but “the ability to go ri yo \ i flights were in progress, pressuring 
up in a hurtling piece of machinery a , rue already harried wives and children for 
and put his hide on the line and then NN ~ 2 eee comments: 
have the moxie, the reflexes, the expe- Be \ wy ae And in the funniest scene of the book, 
rience, the coolness, to pull it back in R 7? ASA Way’ :: Wolfe skewers Texans and their fam- 
and last yawning moment -- and then to gy a at Be ous hospitality. He describes a “little” 
go up again the next day and the next ' BBS 0) =. cocktail party honoring the astronauts 
day, and every next day, even if the « . — i z and their families -- held in the Houston 
series should prove infinite”. E a) aa i Coliseum: “There were thousands of 

However, most of these men were to eS a cee people milling around and some sort of 
be denied the ultimate test of their free pS Go CAND incredible smell and a storm of voices 
“stuff”. A piloted orbit of the earth was a. Ne: CO and the occasional insane cackle. There 
still years away, but a manned space c ah oS 2 ae were five thousand extremely loud 
flight of some type was needed much | - a people on the floor eager to tear into 
sooner. The Cold War was raging and ay an 4 roast cow with both hands and wash it 
in order to beat the Russians in the “h ’ § down with bourbon whiskey.” 
race to the skies, Project Mercury was rs = The Right Stuff puts human flesh on 
conceived. Using rockets already avail- a $ the bare technical bones of one of this 
able, a man would be propelled, not ye > century’s greatest engineering accom- 
fly, into space. : % plishments. If you’re interested in 
The Navy test pilot fraternity ridic- = space travel, technology, history, jour- 

uled the whole space capsule idea -- the © nalism, celebrity gossip, or just a good 
so-called astronauts would be nothing Planners decided that the astronauts laugh - you'll thoroughly enjoy this 
more than passive passengers, medical had to have the “right stuff” to go into book. --Reviewed by Bonnie Buhrow. 
guinea pigs. However, to the Presi- orbit without losing their minds. ia} 
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N Capti orway Captivates Chem. E. 
Se UU TEESE ESSE 

by Solveig Christenson ture and language. Two years of study- rienced few difficulties. “Still,” he ad- 
‘ ing Norwegian in Madisonactedasthe mitted, “it wasn’t the easiest way to get 

Having traded Lake Mendota ior a foundation for his growing vocabulary. an educations! 

lonely fiord, brie ¢ hristenson has heen Norweeian, like German, has ‘many The Norges Tekniske Hégskole, is 

studying chemical engineering in Nor Gittenent dialects. Erie had learned _ the only Norwegian school granting 
way. Solvieg Christenson, Bric’s sister, the most commonly taught dialect, higher degrees, similiar to the U.S.’ 

here presents the saga of his academic Bokmal, but found it wasn’t spoken in masters and Ph.D. degrees. Consider- 

and cultural er perlences. Solveig isa the countryside where Ténsberg is lo- ing that Norway is about the:sizerot 

( EE sophomore, with a strong interest cated. Fortunately, Erie was able to Wisconsin, admission standards are 

in hydrology. teach himself Nynorsk, the village’s | understandably rigid. Only applicants 
Eric Christenson has given his dialect. During hissummer; Eric went with outstanding grades or exceptional 

Cheriieal Enwineerinestudiesast work experiences are accepted to the 
Mee eS eee ——— student body of 5000 men and women. 

Norwegian accent. Since May of 1981, “Often people go to one of the lower 
Eric has lived, worked, studied, and “Although classes were degree engineering schools, which take 
traveled in Norway; a long step from . < Eri three years, and then are accepted to 
his sophormore year when he first taught in Norwegian, - ric NTH & ie zplained pte 

walked into the UW’s International experienced few difficul- Erie Sheed sormniikin Remain 
Engincering Program’s office in 1980. tjag.” as a bona fide student when his auditor 

“T went to find out about working in status expired in 1982. During the past 
Norway, Eric recalled. “But UW was school year, he has studied courses in 

trying to arrange a student exchange Process Control, Thermodynamics 

program with the Norges Tekniske — on biking, hiking, and photographing Chemical Engineering Lab Reactor 

Hggskole (NTH, translated the Nor- excursions in the surrounding country. Design, Plant Design ‘Advanced Sta- 
wegian Institute of Technology),” he That fall, he moved to Trondheim, tistics, Process Dynamics, and Simula- 
continued. “So Ms. Bonnie Kienitz (the the third largest city in Norway and tion. All that Femaing between Rre 
coordinator at the time) asked ifI’dbe home of NTH. Although his classes and a master’s degree is one semester 

interested in studying in Norway. I were taught in Norwegian, Ericexpe- _ of thesis work 
was, so she referred me to a visiting . 
NTH professor named Olav Erga2?_—@_-2])]q}]|S|]§]q]q]THy}yYyY}YyYy7YY-2—H_1_Yy77N_,,_—_1_1+1_1]—————— 
Erga and Kienitz helped arrange an ws 
auditor status for Eric. Though for- — 
mally enrolled as a UW student, Eric . = a 

would attend classes at NTH, which is een i 
located in Trondheim, Norway. ee 

Before departing, Erie was intro- ~» tae Co 
duced to Aksel Lyderson, another visit- Pe», Wy we | , 
ing NTH professor. The two discussed Aik a fo _ on 
Eric’s plans for the next semester. bee ae Kr . + : 

Lyderson suggested that Erie work in - ik we "or + =) es a 
Norway before studying there, and »| 7” Wee je Caan, 7] Ss a “a —<—.. a 

was instrumental in landing him ajob. y j Vp, Q > SS a ee Gams au : 
“Aksel called the head of the engineer- AL / J y ff . me “ ml CS ee ; 
ing divisionofthe Exxonoilrefinery in eau i ON en i ee eee 
Ténsberg, Norway. and asked if he \ ; _ SS Ce Meeteecneart se annge oe) eel 

wouldn't mind employing a U.S. stu- 44 f Se SM ciiineaanicn cad vesnunianed =e 

dent. So I had a job right away, which G st es pp, 
was a good chance to practice speaking [4 f ! \ ; fi A“ : v4 
Norwegian before classes began. i SN. ‘ A: Ue Ie 

Eric left the U.S. in May 1981and 4% 2) 4 : VA ‘ ke fos 
briefly toured Luxemburg, Germany, / é AN Re AF | Pas 
and Scandinavia before starting work ; fi i i oo Me Ge bi = 
in Tdénsberg. At Ténsberg, Eric bs V4 ‘by ade S we | Pet 2 
worked within the “powerformer” sec- a 48 q eed ee as 

tion of the refinery which calculated 4 Mo * ee Se | | y g 
the yields in the conversion of lower aT OS 5 au Cas = 
octane feed into high octane products. 

While working in Ténsberg, Eric Dawn warms the Norwegian mountains and this cozy campsite located 

immersed himself into Norwegian cul- near Stavanger. 

Rs 
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ees : 2 ae 

Preparation for an engineering ee | 4 
career in Norway is similiar to that ok : av 
experienced in the U.S.. Most NTH 4 
students begin in the “gymnas”, an 
academically orientated high school. Se, 
These students concentrate on calculus a 5 eal 
and scientific courses. Upon admission ie 
to college, chemistry and chemical en- x, fe 
gineering majors are both placed in a i un. 
the Chemistry department. These stu- ‘ we 
dents attend the same classes during J a Bi.» _ 
the first two years, usually in lecture _ — 
halls of 100 to 200 students. Two-thirds < id 
of weekly homework must be eee — 

before students may take HOO O70 Of IO ESE A oO 
semester exams, which count as the S.LLr~—~—SS : — — 

study, the Chemistry department sub- a se rrrr—rt—ee—™SC*F"ESQSS Ss 
ivi a Ce LULhLULULULULrDLhLhrrLhrrC—Ctéi“‘i‘“‘“”COUwUCOUOU ~ 2 

divides and students follow curricu- —r™~—™O rrer—( ee Ea S 
la in one of eight areas, one of them —Clrlrtrt—‘O(“<aé‘<é‘<‘é‘<‘é‘aé‘é<a<a3awwWwW3é<éz‘iaa s Ez 
being Chemical Engineering. For his _ - os rs 2 

81-82 year at NTH, Eric was placed = ee are 
within a group of approximately thirty . . =—=2— ie “ oe 2 
Chemical Engineering students. By =2—=—emOL_OL_es a 
the fourth year, these subgroups divide Et - —_ 
again into each student’s special area Beautiful mountain scenery can be found in many places among the fiords 

of interest. of Norway's coast. 
The NTH education encourages stu- 

dents to gain “hands on” work experi- 
ence during their summer vacations. extremely heavy bike on a mountain outdoor trips with Trondheim’s Kris- 

The goal is to get the students as far road when I slid on some gravel ina telige Studentlag, a Christian student 
away as possible from classrooms and _hair-pin turn. Luckily I was caught by group of which he is a member. One 

-—— ———__———_ agguard Se ek ee see to hiking trip with this group took him up 
Fi . moreun i « ‘ 

“Norwegians seemmorein- __ bed down the cliff. Still, I lost a reason- tre eeceal te oh Bie ee 
terested in world politics able amount of blood beforeafarmer’s — poeks and gusty wind. It was impossi- 

than the average Amer- Wife bandaged me up and I rode ten ble to go down after we'd reached a 
ican.” miles to the ferry,” Eric said. certain point--after only five minutes 

Right after his episode, Eric limped of climbing, we had to go up,” Eric 
eto the wedding of relatives in Vinje, recalled. 

calculators. “Hands on” took its literal © and was able to witness the famous Eric joined a 100 member folk- 
meaning, for Eric was employed asa _—‘ Telemark valley traditional ceremony. dancing group which meets once a 
sampling technician by GECO, the While there, he had learned the dialect week. On Friday and Saturday nights, 
Geophysical Company of Norway. This _ of the Vinje valley, which he used now dancing is held at the NTH “union”, 
Norwegian-based company ranks a- a8 his everyday speech. “Because of — with folk dancing on the top floor, jazz 
mong the top three international firms my Vinje dialect, no one knows I’m on another,.and rock and disco in the 
dealing with marine seismic explora- | AmericanuntilItellthem.Thatcanbe basement. Debates are also held on 
tion. At GECO, Eric did “just about quite fun,” Eric said. weekends, where political issues are 
anything you can think of to do to a 50 Still attending NTH in Trondheim, discussed. “Norwegians seem more in- 
to 60 foot core sample, except analyze Eric continues to enjoy Norway’s spec- terested in world politics and interna- 
it.” He wrote home in June 1982 that he tacular scenery. “NTH students are tional relations than the average Ameri- 

was “taking samples, sawing themup, very outdoor oriented. Just west of can,” Eric remarked. 
putting them in and taking them out of the city about half an hour uphill by Living in Norway has created no 

the deep freeze--there’s something bike isa fantastic recreation area with problems for Eric. “I try to live on as 
funny about putting rocks ina freezer.” lakes and small mountains,” Eric said. few kroner as possible, so I can save my 
The samples themselves contained Students use the area for X-Country money for trips to the mountains,” he 

some surprises. “One time I saw a fossil and downhill skiing, jumping, and hik- said. School, though, is his major prior- 
of a nautilus type creature in some ing. “There is something very exciting ity until he graduates to work “hope- 

shale from four kilometers down,” Eric about X-Country skiing in Norway. X- fully in a pollution-control or energy 

said. Country means across, down, and up research position.” 
During his summer with GECO, mountains,” Eric explained. Eric encourages others to sample 

Eric continued traveling during the A Trondheim organization called the international life, either for ayear ora 
weekends and had several memorable Studentsamskipnaden owns cabins in summer. Those UW-Madison engineer- 
experiences. Onevividmemory wasan _ the mountains south of Tronheim and ing students interested should contact 
excursion to “Preikestolen” (pulpit loans the keys for students to use in Merton Barry of the International En- 
rock) in Lysefjord. “I was riding on my hiking and skiing trips. Eric goes on gineering Programs office. a 
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by Cindy Christofferson of workshops encourage the hands-on The UW student section has a spe- 
participation and teamwork that are cial project on its hands this year: 
essential in engineering. planning and coordinating the Society 

Cynthia Christofferson is a senior in Another major activity of SWE isits of Women Engineers Region IV Con- 
electrical engineering with a special outreach program. In order to intro- ference for October 1983. The confer- 
interest in biomedical engineering. She duce potential engineering students to ence typically involves 150 to 200 stu- 
is presently a director of SWE and the ups and downs of an engineering dents from midwestern colleges and 
chairman of the 1983 SWE Region IV edueation and career, many SWE universities. Included in the plans for 
Conference to be held here at the UW. members arrange to speak at high this year’s conference are several pro- 

schools and career awareness confer- _ fessional awareness workshops and a 
ences. The speaker usually offers in- _ career fair featuring corporate repre- 

Some people imagine that the Society _ formation and advice on the problems sentatives from many leading com- 
of Women Engineers isagroupofgirls and pleasures of college life as well as _ panies. 
who get together to gossip and plan __ the opportunities in engineering. For 1 
bake sales. Others imagine it to be a both audience and speaker, the most 
branch of the feminist movement. "ewarding part of the experience is “Contrary to popular be- 
Actually, SWE is an organization of | answering the questions that follow lief en are encouraged 

professionals and students whose objec- the prepared speech. When answer- lel, ime 
tive is to inform the general public of | ing, the speaker exposes her enthusi- —_ tg join. 
the qualifications and achievements of | 48m for the subject which may inspire women engineers and the opportuni- _@ listener to follow in her footsteps. a 
ties open to them. This year, SWE created the Big Sis- Generally, technical projects do not 

The student section of SWE was  ter/Little Sister program to supple. make upa major activity, but this year 
founded on the UW campus only seven ment the outreach program. Over the SWE is busy developing a project for 

years ago but has grown quickly. In summer, the names of women inter- EXPO’83. Since the organization en- 
the past year, the section has grown in ested in an engineering major were compasses all disciplines of engineer- 
both membership and enthusiasm and collected at the SOAR sessions; then, ing the SWE expo committee has 
as a result, its activities have been SWE members were matched up with tried to come up with a project that 
expanded and improved. These activi- these new students to provide the new- involves many aspects of engineering. 
ties include social gatherings as wellas comers with a “big sister” to consult SWE keeps itself busy with many 
professional awareness projects. The — with, Over 100 new and transfer stu- smaller projects too. These projects 

monthly meeting usually features a dents participated, making the project include arranging group plant trips, 

speaker followed by some typeof social quite successful and establishing itas | Writing a “Women in Engineering’ 
activity such as the pizza party spon- an annual activity. pamphlet, and selling College of Engi- 
sored by McDonnell-Douglas at the = 
October meeting. The December meet- Yemen gaa ee 
ing was a Christmas party to which the lee J — Orr ae engineering professors of all depart- 2 be a 
ments were invited. _— Qi 

One of the SWE’s most successful a ne — 
projects has been its resume book. The ee oy ee 4 ‘ co | 
resume book is a collection of resumes aw j tte : “a i | 
submitted by SWE members that is oa, ae . I oe 
sold to companies which employ engi- : —— Se 2 _ | 

neers. In the end, the project helps stu- sat qe a oe se. 
dents find summer or post-graduate ee oma ae RN TRA “a 
employmentand raises money forother = = ™ / os oie # ' 
activities as well. In addition to the | f¢ 4 : b/s a . 
resume book, SWE sponsorsasummer | #{ gm “ Ue igs Ad ‘a 
job search workshop to help its mem- io Pee : OF “a ’ 
bers find employment. | 4 onde 4 — % ‘ae 
SWE offers its members many op- - ., a ae Pee i | 

portunities to expand their personal | et geen j _ 
skills by sponsoring “handy work- . | ye ss oo ™ ae: 
shops” in areas such as woodworking, — J. pg a oe 
bicycle maintenance and repair, and oe a: : " En 3s 
electronics. During an electronics : 5 es "i Bai 2 
workshop held last year, participants ~~ | oe i <n 8 1 
learned wire wrapping, soldering, and bake on 
the simple electronic assembly needed Professor Asmuth and Betty Iwanski review a difficult piece of electronic 
to construct a digital timer. These type theory at the electronics workshop. 
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neering shirts. The group also spon- 9 s 

sors an intramural volleyball team call E X [2 O 8 1 D d t r awn areal eaicateS ra 
All these different projects an 

activities leave room for many people t D M h | | 
to get involved. The leadership is Oo ean ars a 

headed by facultyadvisor Lois Green~ | cesusesnnnsnenmnnsmmnsnneesenssssestyttieseneitesssstsstsisstesansssenieentntnanei aa 
field, four officers, twelve directors, 

and two Polygen representatives. This | by Scott Paul 
year, SWE takes special pride in hav- 

ing two of its members elected to WSA. This mall is dedicated to W. Robert project funded by EXPO 81. The mall 
The organization is open toallstudents | Marshall whose career as Dean of the was conceived in March of 81 as a way 
of engineering and related fields, and | College of Engineering and whose ser- to dispose of funds that were left over 
contrary to popular belief, men are | vice (1948-1981) as an educator at the from the EXPO. They decided to con- 
encouraged to join. : University of Wisconsin-Madison ex- struct a park-like mall in front of the 

Although the Society of Women En- | emplified the best in engineering and Engineering Building because they 
gineers has not been around long on | higher education. wanted to leave a gift to the student 
the UW campus, it has established : body that all the students could use. 
itself as a valuable organization to all ; So reads the plaque that is to be the “After all.’ said EXPO 81 co-chairman 

students. O | finishing touch on the construction Joe Velk, “the EXPO is run by stu- 

OS  ~———  dents, and it only seems appropriate 
ven that we use the money ona project that 

: Sy would benefit students.” 
CLK The mall consists of some fancy con- 

= ae crete work, 4-6 wooden benches which 
’ = have not yet been installed, and alarge 

ANNOUNCING eee SS we q ya Co rock upon which the plaque dedicating < S FSG S XY, DQ ws Pek F the mall to W. Robert Marshall will be 
A New A’ SO = Ae) y fastened. Velk said that he found it 

OE <r ae hard to believe all the red tape they 
Su= 4 had to go through in order to get the 

TRAVEL AGENCY a ce Sa project built. He said, “The govern- 
4 fo get ment treated this as if we were build- 

ae ing a major building.” The $5500 pro- hes Nr a 
a a a Ject is slated for completion in the 

Saat spring of this year. o 

QF TU ee Vik VS ke 2 

* % ae (Me Ky 
Gulliver's WN ee 

a “ ay {Uae Wo & Cravels, Inc. «| EY) 7 eee’), go fe E UG | IS, 

yj | 2 INSTANT AND ACCURATE 2 aN Wa 
oA | COMPUTERIZED RESERVATIONS EN VAs 4 

. UU BY TRAVEL PROFESSIONALS — i 
KP ¢ We can help you with your inter- 7 
i | view and plant trips. ac” ane ane 

1, A ¢ Clip our number and save, or stop oo —— aa = GY, in at Cur office on Monroe St., A e 
Y y across from the stadium, near cs 8 4 Ox Mickies. 3 

Je? 7 niruine TICkeTs + CRUISES pis aeeaeas : 
— Ga & ts TOURS ° CARS « HOTELS SP Re _ = 

~ ~ _— 1605 Monroe Street Designers of the new W. Robert Mar- 
ve . : “ shall park point out that the park offers ‘Where all our clients are giants 256-4444 — a visual conclusion to the Henry Mall A 

and extended flower beds (in front of the 
=| 

Engineering Building across Johnson 
Ct.) when viewed from the steps of Ag 
Hall. 
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Frightening Prospects 
f{O Depletion 
—— 

Q on Cheung of ozone, the incidence of basal cell skin latitudes than in higher latitudes. It is by Man Ken C hewn cancer (currently between 300,000 and still unclear whether ozone depletion 
400,000 cases in the US each year) would increase the cases of the rare but As research strives to cure cancer, the increases by two to five percent, and more dangerous form of skin cancer, rest of society is stripping the earth of | that of the more serious squamous cell | malanoma skin cancer. 

SOMLE natural preventive medicine, our UV radiation can affect the immune ozone layer, Man Ken Cheung analyses . system of both animals and humans. the cause and effects of ozone depletion. | “The NAS stipulates that | 7.4. Maugh II in Science reports: 
ee a tian an more than 90% of skin can- A mild sunburn, for example, de- ist CPST Year CHEMACE eng PCr Ine ° . . ene . “7: ate 
major tou has previously studied in cer ... 1s associated with mani the vant rand eee of lehins nlight exposure. For circulating ymp ocytes in humans Malaysia. SU g for as long as 24 hours. In animals, 

every one percent deple- otherwise tolerable doses of UV 
Atmospheric ozone is a protective tion in ozone concentration, radiation can produce oleae, in shield which shields the sun's lethal | the incident of basal cell ee ee Blin — pe ales (U y Eadiation trom ithe skin cancer increases by eo other Immune resp S 

ear S surface. S Stable concentra- °. ” “ . 
tion “... in the stratosphere is deter- two to five percent. Don Wuebbles, Fred Luther and 
mined by acomplex balanced set...” of Joyce Penner of Lawrence Livermore, ozone destroying and creating natural | skin cancer (currently about 100,000 California, have used 43 different chemical reactions, and this complex cases each year) by four to ten percent chemicals to carry out 133 chemical balanced set of reactions can be upset | (2:396). These estimates depend on “lo- reactions, and have used the Laborato- by human activity (1:244). If the equil- cation, sex, skin type, life-style, and ry’s Gray computer (2:397) to study the ibrium is unbalanced, more UV radia- other variables,” and the increase in effect of other gases on ozone chemis- tion is able to reach the earth’s surface. cancer would be more severe in lower try. Their calculations yield a lower Currently, the National Research of 
the National Academy of Sciences pre- 
dicts a five to nine percent depletion 
over the next decade (2:396). The im- 
plication of ozone depletion is grave; 
for example, it may lead to an increased “74, incidence of skin cancer. eo es 

Recent studies show “... that each nee OR 
one percent depletion in the concentra- Boe Sevag at 
tion of stratospheric ozone will increase etic: ee 
the amount of UV radiation that ON a reaches the earth’s surface by two per- Be OTST RAEHE Pe ay cent” (2:396). This increase in radia- oF be a ge, eg 2 
tion causes serious health hazards. The Bae ge i Be oe A 
National Academy of Sciences stipu- fe I Aah Serna = lates that “more than 90 percent of skin OEE oh ha be & cancer. other than melanoma in the sie a 8 United States, is associated with sun- 

= light exposure and that the damaging 
g wavelengths are in the UV-B region 
3 (290 to 320 nm).” (2:396). For every one . eS percent depletion in the concentration A graphical representation of ozone. 
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percentage of ozone depletion: two research findings indicate the overall 
percent of depletion by the year 2000 | concentration of ozone could well re- DEMOCRATIC ORGANIZATION 
(1:244). Their calculations also in- main constant as the change in concen- OF PROGRESSIVE 

dicate: tration of ozone at high altitudes is ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS 
balanced by the similar change in con- 

CFC’s [chlorofluorocarbons] and centration at lower altitudes. The y (4p 
nitrogen oxides may have destroyed amount of UV radiation passing g WSaee _ &% 
four percent of ozone in the upper through the atmosphere might thus qd ONS KGS TS 

stratosphere during the last decade, remain constant, but the change in >: Ae pie ae 

but that other pollutants have added temperature distribution could have a C CERES NEN yom > 
anearly equal amount at lower alti- significant effect on the world’s cli- | & ae ao Digi RAS 
tudes -- a conclusion in surprising mate. Until then, it is still premature Mee ie ¥ ee ee 
agreement with Health observations to state the definite effects of ozone Q Sor OF hz, ie RD 
(2:397). depletion, and thus it would seem that Sey Lo aaa — 

. the eventual resolution of ozone deple- aa \ i : 
Donald Health and colleagues at the tion requires continued active re- a 

Goddard Space Flight Center exam- search. Fen 
ined a series of data collected by the FE 

satellites, Nibmus-4 and 7, during the —* 

last decade, and found out that the . Yes, there is an alternative to the traditional 
ozone depletion at about 40 km has List of References | | engineering societies. A group dedicated to 
decreased about 0.5 percent a year, | 1. Garman, L. and Simon, C. “Ozone | the advancement of stupendous interludes 
while the concentration at the tropo- | Depletion Estimates Halved.” Science | and consciousness-raising endeavors within 
sphere has increased by a similar News, 121 (April 10, 1982), 244. the otherwise staid, sedate and unexcitable 
amount (3:1088). Health suggests that 2. Maugh II, T. H. “New Link between engineering school. Watch for us. We're 

achange inthe distribution ofozonein | Ozoneand Cancer.” Science, 216 (April ~ 
the upper atmosphere can alter tem- 23, 1982), 396-97. x : 2 (D rad S 
perature distribution, and hence a | 3. Norman, Colin. “Satellite Data In- OT, A, Daw, ae, 
change in the world’s climate (3:1088). | dicate Ozone Depletion.” Science, 213 

Health’s observations and Wuebbles’ | (Sept. 4, 1981), 1088. For more information call 255-1905 

om Dates & times 

( ee Friday, April 15: 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
ae Saturday, April 16: 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
ee Sunday, April 17: 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 

EXPLORE ENGINEERING: . 
THE BRIDGE BETWEEN TECHNOLOGY AND YOU Location 

Wh . » UW-Madison Engineering Campus 
at is Expo 837 West Johnson Drive 

The main purpose of the Expo is to 
acquaint the general public with the 6o™ pA? ID 
engineering profession through indus- is (C | 982 ee 
trial, government, and student exhibits. (C ] , Vs 

The theme chosen for the 1983 Engi- Ry EL (2 
neering Exposition is, “Explore En- Ftd (Ores la) 
gineering--The Bridge Between Tech- OD) & Ke 3 2) rt 

” . . « 2 & ‘: Oo nology and You.” Keeping this theme in Oe te 
mind, over 175 exhibitors plan to pres- 
ent an exciting Expo that will be alearn- 
ing experience to all involved. 
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What, When, and How of Summer Jobs 
SY 

Searching for a summer job? With persis R. LaBastide, Jr., ME-3 
the economy in dismal shape, it’s not an ssistant Supervisor 
easy task. Perhaps the best way to get Bernhardt worked in Oconomowoc TYry everybody! Anyone 
an edge on the competition is to talk to at Blaney Farms/Stauffer Seed,earn- from your neighbor to the 

someone who had already tried to land ing $4.09 an hour. The company grows government might have a 
a job. Intrepid WE reporters searched hybrid seed corn, and he worked on : 1 epic.) zal : : ss ~~ Summer job for you! 
out such individuals, and their find-  hoeing, rogueing, and supervising his 
ings are summarized below. crew. He applied for the job attheend = =£_———__________. 

of May and started work in mid-June. Andy Platz, CEE-3 
a S Next year, he hopes to intern at an Materials Tester 

Tom Hurrish, ME-4 engineering firm. _The Wisconsin Department of En- 
Student Engineer ee gnecring employes Andy in La Crosse. 

‘rish was emploved in Wis- . . e earned $6.50 an hour using a 
con eo OE Pose aware pane Co, Send letters of inquiry by nuclear density machine to measure 

in Green Bay. He applied for the job the end of February, if — Si!anti bituminous density, along with 
A . Ing. 

after his freshman year afd Was re- possible. engineering junior was attevedl the job 
sponsible for the modification and de- in M tt lyi th h - 
sign of machine parts and equipment. es 1 ay i ef app Doe Ey Pe te 

Tom felt his experience was especially J vat the iol Mean De Oruaryscnesce S 
valuable, since “it allows one to relate INES Denman, ME-4 that the job has helped him an his 

topics learned in school with ‘real Piping Designer and Computer Pro- schoolwork and related well in his 
world? problems.” ° grammer major. Next year, he hopes to work for 

“ James earned $360.00 a week at aprivate contractor or the state. Some- 
EE aS Na IBM in Endicott, New York. The job times having a job creates contacts; 
Job experience is a critical included selecting materialsforagiven | Andy was offered the private job while 

i ot Aveta ves design, ordering them, and drawing _ working during the summer. Q 
part of a graduate Ss r e up blueprints, along with doing some 
sume. Summer vacation is FORTRAN programming. He didn’t 
he time to gain some. really use his education on the job, yet 

t g did observe many of the processes he LOVE STORY 
a studied. James credits his success WEDDINGS 

Tom T 5 rf Ks in inding employment to writing down 
ney eens student the right things” on his application, as low as $25 

Tom told his advisor that he wanted [pameperie. and having good grades. — Portraits — 
to do some research over the summer. para ahs inda similar internship at Studio - Home 
The advisor found some money, and RESbVean, ° Outdoor ‘ 
Tom was able to work on getting “the © Senior Portraits ; 

Environmental Protection Agency’s ° a ieee 
5 ater-Mane 3 3 ‘ . : © Model Portfolios Storm Water-Management Model up Look in engineering trade © Passportand All 
and running on one of the University’s ° oP 
computers.” Next semester, he plang Magazines for addresses of Official Photos 
on finishing requirements for hismas- Companies in your field. « Pet Portraits 
ter’s degree. e Wedding Candids 

(i i iin e Prewedding Love Story 

John Wengler, CEE-3 Jeffrey Jezerc, CHE-4 ese eicereate 
Assistant Civil Engineer Student Churches! © Schools — 

John, the WE’s “big cheese,” sent out Unable to find asummer job, Jeffrey 
resume letters to many firms in search decided to go to summer school to ease REASONABLY PRICED WITH 

of employment. In April, he got an his course load and gain research ex- SPECIAL HANDLING TO 
offer from his hometown government, perience in the process. Although he MEET YOUR DEADLINES 

specifically, the Village of Wilmette, used the placement office and talked to 
Illinois Department of Streets and professors about jobs, he felt that a 
Sanitation. He earned $5.50 an hour lack of interviews prevented his find- R MJ Photo 
surveying, drafting and checking cal- ing ajob. He says that students seeking 
culations, along with other officeduties. | employment should be sure to use the 251-2893 

Next year, John intends to go to sum- placement office and talk to professors 
mer school. and upperclassmen. Evening or Weekend Appointment Possible 
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Creative Financing for M.E.’s 
Te 

by Darci Buelow who are enrolled in Mechanical Engi- Yet this seemingly lax system of 
neering and to graduate students who _ screening has not been abused. There 

: . . are specializing in some area of are only three people who have been 
Dareci Buelow has a strong interest in Mechanical Engineering. deliquent in repayment. Every year 

the topic of her article, for she is a The size of a loan for both programs Prof. Braton reports to the donors, and 

freshman majoring in mechanical en- is at maximum $500.00. The average _ every year the donors give supplemen- 
gineering. Darci is a native of Madi- joan is about $350. The student isable __ tal money to the funds. 
son, WI. to set the date of payback according to The real credit for the implementa- 

his/her own circumstances within tion and success of this program has to 
In times like these, financial prob- reason. be given to Prof. Braton. “It was just an 

lems can come crashing down upon the The key to both of these programs _ideaI had one day,” he modestly states, 
unsuspecting student. The red tape and the major asset is that no interest | and many students who have benefit- 
and competition for most studentloans _is accumulated on the loan, as long as __ ted are grateful for that idea. Qo 
andscholarshipscanseeminsurmount- the student remains enrolled. As soon 
able. For the last 17 years there has _as he/she graduates an interest level of 
been a loan program for students with 6% will be added until repayment. A Walk on the Dean’s Side 
emergency financial needs, and the Prof. Braton designed the program 
loan does not accumulate interest until so that it is a revolving fund. There is (cont. from page 11.) 
after graduation. always money coming in from past Bollinger says computers “will do a 

In 1965 the American Welding So- loans and is available for loaning out at more effective job teaching more stu- 

ciety donated monies to the University _all times. Around 200 loans have been __ | dents using fewer people”. In the long 
of Wisconsin - Madison for useinaloan made in the 17 years of its existance. run, increased computer usage should 
program. The program was designed The remarkable aspect of this unique alleviate some of the burden placed on 
by Prof. Braton, who saw a need for program is that these loans are made faculty due to increasing class sizes. 

mechanical engineering studentstobe without the conditions which are usu- Dean Bollinger continues to monitor 

able toobtainemergency funding with ally present. Students need to demon-__ | the challenges brought about by escal- 
relatively little trouble and at a low _ strateaneed and fileabrief factsheet | ating enrollments and a decreasing 
interest rate. for record keeping and then have their budget. He keeps an ever-attentive ear 

loan approved by Dean Bollinger with tuned to what students and industry 

Prof. Braton’s signature. are saying. a 

“The major assetisthatno — 
interest is accumulated on 
the loan, as long as the stu- THE UNIVERSITY TRAVEL OFFICE 

dent remains enrolled. _ — 1300 West Johnson Street 
Provides fast, efficient service in all ‘ 

SCs aspercts of travel whether it be for cross from Union South 

The loan program was so well re- business or pleasure. 256-2563 

ceived that when Prof. Delmar W. ‘ 

Nelson of the U.W.-Madison died, the No charge 5 made for mek of Sur MP, 

American Society of Heating, Refrig- services and our oca lon makes you fi. 

eration and Air-conditioning En- trip planning a quick and pleasure- Gi) COy 

gineers (ASHRAE) gave funding for able experience. ae 
another program to be established in | 
his name in 1976. It was patterned Stop by and check with any of our oe (hs 
directly after the Welding loan pro- qualified agents and find the most ee 
Bat: convenient routing available. Our a ioe 

An American Welding Society loan special payment play is specifically re 

is available to undergrad students who designed for business travel and ene! 
have completed a basic welding course interviews. Gat tin dle 

and have enrolled in or have completed lata : yi : Ti! 

at least one welding course beyond the We're just a short walk across Ran- | | ha é J 

basic course. A loan is also available to dall Avenue adjacent to the engi- a £9 RA C35} 

Masters and Ph.D. students who have neering campus. Drop in for hassle- ia e ne 

cer aeanatet an interest in the field of free travel arrangements. ‘ o ’ 

welding. vw 

An ASHRAE - Delmar W. Nelson We are here to help you! 
loan can be obtained by undergrads 
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Doing Keynes Proud Top Secret 
Polygon glorified the free enterprise There has been considerable debate we're going to turn out unskilled grad- system with its registration week book over defense contracts at universities uates. So industry gives us some money sale. Held in Union South, students and their effect on the openness of and a lot of equipment. They’ve even could avoid the middle man (i.e. book- research programs. The U.S. govern- lent us some of their people to teach on stores) and buy or sell textbooks at bet- ment rarely allows defense research to a part-time basis to help with our ter prices. “We're happy with the turn- be made public, and this has enraged faculty shortage. For example, we have out,” exclaimed Jeff Jezerc, Vice- critics who feel that secrecy discour- gotten free computers from several President of Polygon, “the sale worked ages academic inquiry. Typical of such companies, but we have not been able for a good many people.” Formerly sentiments is this from the Panel of to find the money to maintain them.” -- held in the Placement Office, Polygon Scientific Communication and Na- Health Company News Release moved the bookswap to Union South to tional Security: ae eee handle the increasing business and “~.. The long-term security of the 

improve visibility. Also, Polygon didn’t United States depends in large parton . take a cut for the first time. its economic, technical, scientific, and | New Kid on Block Though there was positive student intellectual vitality, which in turn 
feedback, the sale had afew minor set- | depend on the vigorous research and A desktop robot with functions equal backs. Information was not available development effort that openness helps to those of industrial robots now in use concerning which specific books are | to nuture.”--NAS News Report on production lines has been developed being used by different professors. ee by Mitsubishi Electric as a teaching Students had to be referred to one of aid for training operators and engi- the campus’ major bookstores. “We’re neering students on robot language going to work on that for next fall’s ete and operating techniques. Called the sale,” concluded Jezerc. “The swap has y Sa RM-101 Movemaster, the microcom- great potential to give full service to puterized robot offers completely in- engineering students.”--Shaw Walker Z dependent rotation around six axes 

and the same five degrees of motion as ARE YOU CONCERNED ABOUT many of the industrial robots. Easily THE HIGH PRICES OF BOOKS? programmed on a personal computer, Se the miniature robot comes with three a @& C= 3 hands for handling different manipul- 5) Sree) ECE Shortage ative problems under simultaneous genes _ Ihe U.S.clectronies industry isfac- | COMPULEF control-—Mitsubishi lec Cae © ing a critical shortage of qualified ‘ en bos = i people. In 1982, there were 1,252 job aetna ee i= © vacancies in electronics, and electrical Fr . a ee KA | = and computer engineering, along with ao al 
(=F oN computer science. The reason for this | Sa —— Pf is summarized in this quote by Profes- | 76. 2 yi (@) sor W.P. Birkemeier, the chairman of . |\ Ve iG the UW ECE department: oo of . 5 Al “When you consider what the Japa- | a : i = nese are doing to usin theelectronics | A \"es d industry, you realize that the only way oS YS 

TW) we can fight that threat is by high- a. 
oO technology education. The Japanese ae. >4 : SC Saien EP a graduate more engineers than we do a ==. = and they’re probably better trained. ® a 

But our problem isn’t people. Students ear] = are breaking down the doors to get into  « i a our electrical engineering department | = BOOKS because that’s a field with available |_| ™ eS 
jobs. But we can’t accommodate any a > : Ss 
more students. We’ve had no increase | hh a ¢ 

. in dollars for ten years in this depart- aa CO The logo for Polygon’s book swap, pic- | ment. We go to private industry, to the oo tured above, is symbolic of the steals that people who use our products, and ex- _ , students could score at the sale. plain that if industry doesn’t help us, | 2 ’ 
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The Most Sophisticated Training Ground 
)y | i 4 3 or Nuclear Engineering 

’t OnTheG Ci Seti we ee 

ahs) ee Navy ship. : 2 = a te: : ~~ get them fast. Because 
e Navy has more ee WS : in the Navy, as your 

than 1,900 reactor-years 4 SS eh esi ie 7 : knowledge grows, so do 
of nuclear power experi- o = _ your responsibilities. 
ele ep eee OSL DeEEeh Cede ns 2 = eae roo RSC N NSC 

else in America. The NB. % ue eG Navy is one of the most 
Navy has the most “ challenging and reward- Ae challenging and rewa 
Cees eee Ee sb ekeg iulaa! penne Epaet-vet 
equipment in the world. can make. And that 

And the Navy operates choice can pay off while 
oh (Suiet lb ee adel pela lst lace claw tent aa 8 you're still in school. Qualified juniors and 
i ie s ee Haan that, you ere approximately $1,000/month 
now the Navy also offers the most while they finish school. 
ede the and sophisticated nuclear As a nuclear-trained officer, after 4 years 
puis im with regular promotions and pay increases, 

very officer in the Nuclear you can be earning as much as $40,500. 
Navy completes a full year of graduate level That’s on top of a full benefits package that 
technical training. Outside the Navy, this includes medical and dental care, and 30 
kind of program would cost you thousands. days’ vacation earned each year. 
In the Navy, you’re paid while you learn. As a nuclear-trained officer, you also 

PUTS RET eet tel oe Thal officer, you earn a place among this nation’s most 
ae a trained eee a ante 
loeolen mht . professionals. So, if you’re 
tion of the most advanced EAR ESL gat Lae Wide majoring in math, engi- 
nuclear propulsion plants P.O. Box 5000, Clifton, NJ 07015 neering or the physical 
ever developed. You get 5 Please send me more information about becom- sciences, send in the cou- 
i ilewell ot esevettecil cal ing an officer in the Nuclear Navy. (ON) oe raptors 

management experience ee a about the most sophisti- 
auld anywhere else. — SS cated training ground for 

‘ou get important i: a nuclear engineering. 
responsibilities and you Age} College/Universi¢yJ________ Today’s Nuclear Navy. 

Year in College GPAL_ 

AMajor/Minor. 

Phone Number. ———— 
‘hig efor general reeratment information, You do not have to feraich any 
of the information requested. Of course, the more we know, the more we 
can help to determine the kinds of Navy positions for which you qualify. 

ECM 2/83 

ae ibili Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.
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E. d h e chips be used to improve allows you to build inexpen- 
xpan t e min systems, products, and pro- sive prototype chips that 

e e cesses? As one GE engi- can be “played” in systems 
of the microchip neer puts it, “The sky's the _ before the final design is 

limit!” fixed. 
Ss That sky is replete with a Another area that GE is 

Remember when electronic = number of integrated circuit developing is VLSI (Very 
calculators were considered concepts that GE is apply- Large Scale Integrated) 
a luxury? Well, consider this ing right now. circuits. These ICs will 
sign seen recently outside a There's the custom IC, a eventually squeeze one 
gasoline station in Schenec- chip that performs highly million transistors onto a 
tady, New York: “Free calcu- specialized functions. Tradi- single chip. 
lator with an oil change.” tionally, creating this chip Where will all this super 

That's just one sign of the has been an expensive, electronic power be 
enormous impact micro- time-consuming job. So applied? GE engineering 
chips have had on the way we're working on ways to manager Don Paterson 
we do everything — from cut design time and cost sees it this way: 
banking to game-playing. We're using computer- “At GE you can innovate 

But how will we use micro- aided design (CAD) to from the system down to the 
chips that are smarter, design and simulate chips chip to create...whatever 
faster, more reliable, and right on computer screens ignites your imagination. 
less expensive to design? We're also developing In other words, you can 
How will these new micro- gate arrays, a system that dream it...and do it 
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